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tion. Where the land is most fertile,. human beings
are less numerous to the square mile than anywhere
except in the sheer wastes of bog and mountain. But
the land so occupied is, by the general consent of Irish
farmers, in a money sense, more profitably occupied
than if farmed under any other system.
There are three of these tracts : the best-known
extends over most of Meath into Kildare and into
parts of West Meath, and is almost entirely under
cattle, part of which are bred on the land; but the
majority are bought as yearlings or as two-year-olds
from men with inferior land; and on the rich grass
they are fattened for market. Another district west
of the Shannon in Eastern Roscommon almost rivals
the Meath land. This farming of dry stock, simply
being fattened for killing, needs only labour to drive
animals on or off the land and to maintain the fences.
This soil will, of course, yield heavy crops, but it is
held that grain sown on it grows too rank and is
liable to be beaten down by rain ; and generally that
the net profit secured from leaving it in grass
exceeds that which can be hoped for from that attain-
able by applying costly labour. Large farms here
are the rule, and where small holdings exist among
them, the owners tend to let their grass to one of the
large speculators.
The other region of special richness is the Golden
Vale, extending from South Tipperary through East
Limerick. This is the great centre of dairy-farming,
and .since cows have to be milked, a good deal more
labour is required and winter fodder has to be provided
to a larger extent. But in the main the farmers
here are occupied in converting the summer growth of
grass into milk—and so into butter. The raising of
dry stock is here relatively unimportant, but it supple-
ments the dairy-fanning. Tillage is neglected.
The exploitation of such pastureland as these
tracts hold gives the opportunity for amassing wealth :
and the land fetches a very high price. Five pounds

